Microwave is the ultimate range for open space communication. The rapid growth of satellite data transmission in last decades, reinforced by the Internet traffic, makes inevitable the overcrowding of the spectral bands allocated to the different communication channels. Along with the increasing density of emitters in the environment, this has made the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) an important issue[@b1]. EMC rules require that each new equipment have adequate immunity in order to function consistently and reliably, be resilient to major electromagnetic (EM) disturbances, and coexist with other equipments. In order to meet these requirements, there is a real need for new materials to be used as coating layers, shields and filters in future nanoelectronic devices. These materials must have high electrical conductivity to achieve a good EM shielding effectiveness, defined as the reciprocal of the transmission factor. It is worth noting, however, that EM radiations reflected from the protective coatings do contribute to the microwave pollution. Consequantly, absorption rather than reflection losses should dominate the EM attenuation in the new materials. In addition, protection of the future nanodevices require submicron thick shields, making useless conventional conductive coatings capable to produce an EM attenuation of up to 3 dB/*μ*m.

The challenging problem of the electromagnetic interference (EMI) protection at the nanoscale may be resolved if one exploits the unusual electronic properties of graphene. Very recently we have proposed microwave shielding based on nanometrically thin pyrolytic carbon (PyC) films[@b2] composed of intertwined graphene ribbons. Specifically, 30--35 nm thick PyC films secure about 60% attenuation at 28 GHz mainly due to absorption of the EM radiations. The absorption efficiency of the EM protective coating can be increased even further by replacing PyC with few-layer graphite (FLG), which is capable to absorb 40% of microwave radiation at a thickness of only 5 nm[@b3]. Interlayer interactions affect the band structure of FLGs near the Fermi level in a qualitative way: compared to graphene, the dispersion of the *π* bands is no longer linear around the Dirac points[@b4]. This modification has direct consequences on properties such as the electrical conductivity that crucially depend on the topology of the Fermi surface[@b5]. When the distance between the graphene layers exceeds that realized in graphite by a fraction of a nanometer and more, the interlayer interaction plays no role anymore. In these conditions, the measured sheet conductivity increases in proportion to the number of graphene layers[@b6]. Therefore, one may expect that by separating graphene layers from one another in a controlled way by dielectric spacers, one can create a nano-metamaterial with enhanced shielding efficiency. This approach has been recently theoretically discussed in terms of an ultra-broadband THz absorber[@b7], in which high-order surface plasmon resonances can be introduced by patterning graphene layers with micrometer periodicity.

In this paper we demonstrate both experimentally and theoretically that a stack of PMMA thin films sandwiching graphene sheets between them has remarkable microwave EMI shielding effectiveness. Specifically, in the *K~a~* band (frequency range between 26.5 and 40 GHz), strong absorption of the EM radiation can be achieved without pre-patterning of the graphene whose overall thickness of two nanometers is enough to absorb 50% of the incident EM power.

Results
=======

Experiment
----------

[Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows schematically the graphene/PMMA multilayers produced for EM shielding analysis. The thickness of the PMMA spacers is in the range 600--800 nm. These sandwich structures were produced as follows. The first graphene layer was synthesized by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at 1000°C in methane atmosphere on a copper foil. It was next covered by a PMMA layer obtained by spin coating, after what Cu was wet etched in ferric chloride. The obtained PMMA film with its graphene layer was washed in distilled water, placed on a quartz (fused silica) substrate and dried. The very same procedure was repeated several times, each newly-produced graphene/PMMA unit being deposited on top of the stack obtained at the previous step. This procedure allowed us to fabricate sandwich multilayers containing several graphene sheets.

The SEM image reproduced in [Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that the PMMA-based transfer technique[@b8] allowed us to produce a continuous graphene sheet with a tiny number of holes. In addition, the optical transmittance of a graphene layer without the carrier PMMA film, taking out the response of the bare substrate (see [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), was 97.8% at 800 nm, which is only 0.3% below that expected for a single graphene layer[@b9]. This measurement indicates that areas covered by bi- and multi-layer graphene are small. The Raman spectrum shown in [Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} presents sharp G and 2D lines. More specifically, a sharp G peak (G*~FWHM~* \< 20 cm^−1^) and the absence of D peak point to a high crystallinity of the graphene layer[@b10]. Furthermore, the 2D line peaks at 2688 cm^−1^ is typical for graphene monolayer[@b10]. However, the 2D peak is slightly broader (\~40 cm^−1^) than expected for a graphene monolayer (30 cm^−1^), indicating some presence of bilayer graphene.

Microwave measurements were made with a scalar network analyzer R2-408R (ELMIKA, Vilnius, Lithuania). The setup includes a sweep generator, a waveguide reflectometer and an indicator unit. The IEC 62431:2008(E) standard for reflectivity measurements of EM materials was used. The frequency stability of the oscillator was controlled at the 10^−6^ level by a frequency meter. The power used was 7.0 mW ± 10 *μ*W. The error on the measured EM attenuation was 7% in the range 0 to −40 dB. The ratios of transmitted/input (*S*~21~) and reflected/input (*S*~11~) signals were measured at 30 GHz before and after insertion of the specimen into the waveguide. The lateral dimensions of the samples fitted precisely the waveguide 7.2 × 3.4 mm^2^ cross section.

The transmission (*T*) and reflection (*R*) coefficients of graphene/PMMA sandwich structure consisting of one to four graphene layers were deduced from the measured *S* parameters. The measurements were performed for the two possible normal orientations of the samples: in the first orientation, the guided EM wave enters the sample through the silica substrate and leaves it from the graphene/PMMA side (upward), the second orientation (downward) being just the reverse. [Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} displays the variation of the absorption coefficient *A* = 1 − *T* − *R* *versus* the number *N* of graphene/PMMA units for the upward geometry: the absorbance varies between 25% (one graphene layer) to 48% (four graphene layers). The silica substrate and PMMA being non-absorbing in the *K~a~* band, all the incident EM power is absorbed by the graphene layers. The absorption coefficient is approximately a factor of 1.2 smaller for the downward geometry ([Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) compared to the upward geometry: *A* varies between 21% (one graphene layer) to 40% (four graphene layers). The transmission coefficient ([Fig. 3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) is the same for both orientations of the sample. It decreases monotonously between 58% and 25%, the silica substrate itself reflects 21% of the incident radiation.

Theory
------

Before proceeding to a quantitative analysis of these measurements, it is worth understanding why graphene is so good in absorbing EM radiations in the *K~a~* band. Indeed, a single graphene layer was shown to absorb 21 to 25% of the incident radiation[@b3], which is a lot for a one-atom thick material. For a qualitative explanation, it is sufficient to refer to the Fresnel formulas for the transmission and reflection of a plane wave at the interface between two dielectric media when the interface sustains an infinitely thin --at the scale of the incident wavelength-- conducting layer. In normal incidence, the electric and magnetic fields are parallel to the interface. Their amplitudes must satisfy the boundary conditions where the subscripts *i*, *r*, and *t* refer to the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves, respectively. The last term in the second relation is the surface current density induced by the electric field in the interfacial layer with sheet conductance *σ*. Starting from the boundary conditions ([eq. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the reflectance *R*, transmittance *T* and absorbance *A* of the interfacial layer between media with refractive indices *n*~1~ and *n*~2~ are readily derived[@b11][@b12]. In particular, where is the vacuum permittivity and *c* the speed of light in vacuum. Both *T* and *A* are functions of the real and imaginary parts of the interfacial layer conductance. The maximum of absorbance is reached when Im *σ* = 0 and . The maximum value of *A* is *n*~1~/(*n*~1~ + *n*~2~). When EM radiations propagating in air (*n*~1~ = 1) enter a dielectric medium coated by a thin conductive layer (analogue of the downward sample orientation, [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), the bigger the refractive index *n*~2~ of the dielectric, the lower the absorbance. However if EM radiations propagate in the opposite direction, *i.e.* from the dielectric medium to air (*n*~2~ = 1) (analogue of the upward sample orientation, [Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), the bigger the refractive index *n*~1~ of the dielectric, the higher the absorbance. In particular the absorbance can exceed 50% when *n*~1~ \> *n*~2~[@b11]. Reaching maximum absorption requires , typically.

As shown below, for a single graphene layer already reaches 0.32 in the *K~a~* band. Such a large value of the sheet conductance comes from intraband transitions almost exclusively and is determined by Drude type conductivity. Indeed, even a very small doping of graphene blocks the interband transitions for frequencies in the GHz domain and below[@b13][@b14]. This is not the case in the optical range, where the intraband transitions are much less efficient than the interband transitions, the latter yielding the well-known result[@b13][@b15] .

For a quantitative interpretation of the experimental data plotted in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, plane waves must be replaced by guided waves[@b2]. The electromagnetic field propagating in a plane-stratified medium put inside a waveguide can be expressed in terms of the longitudinal electric and magnetic components where the ± signs label the incident and reflected modes counter-propagating along the waveguide axis (*z* direction) and subscript *j* = 1, 2 and 3 label air, PMMA and silica, respectively. In [eqs.(3)](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, , and *K~j~* are the relative dielectric permittivity, wavevector and the mode propagation constant in the *j*th medium, respectively. For the transverse electric TE~01~ mode of a rectangular waveguide, *E~z~* = 0 while the longitudinal magnetic component *H~z~* can be presented in the following form: where *a* is the waveguide dimension in *x* direction, . In [Eq. 4](#m4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, are the mode amplitudes in the *j*th medium that are related to each other through the boundary conditions ([eq. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) at the successive interfaces.

The PMMA layers, being transparent and having a very small optical thickness in the GHz domain, can be ignored. Thus a multilayer containing *N* graphene/PMMA units on its silica substrate behaves like a bilayer composed of the silica substrate slab and *N* non-interacting graphene sheets squeezed at one of its two interfaces with air. This simplified approach allows us to arrive at the following equations for the reflectance and transmittance of the graphene/PMMA sandwich placed in the waveguide for the upward (silica + graphene, *R*~1~ and *T*~1~) and downward (graphene + silica, *R*~2~ and *T*~2~) geometries, respectively: Here *α* = *K~substrate~*/*K~air~*, with *σ*~1~ the sheet conductance of a single graphene layer, and *e*~±~ = exp(±*iK~substrate~d*) with *d* the substrate thickness.

Discussion
==========

The above formalism yields values of the absorption and transmission coefficients plotted in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The agreement with the experimental measurements is excellent. The dielectric constant of the silica substrate (*d* = 0.5 mm) used in the calculations was 3.7[@b16]. The only adjustable parameter that remained in the theory was , which was taken at 0.32. By comparison, the sheet conductance of graphene grown by CVD on Ni, measured between 1 GHz and 1 THz[@b17], at the frequency of the experiment, *ν* = 30 GHz is very close (0.37) to our adjusted value. For six layer of graphene, the dimensionless sheet conductance is . It is worth mentioning that a graphite slab having a thickness equivalent to 6 graphene layers (2 nm) would give , 20 time smaller than here if we take a typical value 125000 S/m for the in-plane conductance of graphite. This simple argument demonstrates the tremendous superiority of separated graphene planes over graphite in the present context.

The calculated dependence of the absorbance on the number *N* of graphene layers for both upward and downward geometries is plotted in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. There is a point with maximum absorption equal to 54% for the upward geometry and 41% for the downward geometry. In each case, the maximum corresponds to six graphene layers. The transmission computed for *N* = 6 is 21% for both sample orientations.

Such an interesting electromagnetic response of the sandwich structure can be captured by [eq. 2](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Forgetting the PMMA spacers, which are very thin compared to wavelength, the interfacial conducting layer stands for the number *N* of graphene layers contained in the graphene/polymer multilayer, with total conductivity *σ* = *Nσ*~1~. The two dielectric media are the air and the silica substrate. It follows from [eq. 2](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"} that the transmission coefficient decreases monotonously with *N*. The absorption *A* increases, reaches a maximum value at some *N~opt~* as mentioned above and then decreases asymptotically like 1/*N*. The asymmetry of the absorption for both sample orientations can be qualitatively understood from the presence of the prefactor *n*~1~ in the expression ([Eq. 2](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) of A. For a self-supported film (*n*~1~ = *n*~2~ = 1), the maximum absorption would be 50%.

The overall thickness of a graphene/PMMA sandwich sample containing 6 graphene layers is about 4.2 *μ*m, not including the silica substrate. The overall thickness could be reduced to 2 *μ*m by using twice as thin PMMA films. A metallic film of 2-*μ*m thickness would give better shielding efficiency than graphene/PMMA multilayers of equivalent thickness. However, the low transmittance of a metallic film is the result of high reflectivity more than than high absorption. For applications where reflecting microwaves back is not desirable, absorption must be favoured over reflection, which requires decreasing the film thickness drastically. For ultrathin aluminium films on glass, for instance, the maximum of absorption at 37.5 GHz is realized for a film thickness of 2.5 nm[@b18] and reaches 50% in the upward geometry. Graphene makes it possible to obtain similar and even slightly better characteristics, not mentioning the big advantages of graphene over any artificial metallic layer that are its high flexibility and mechanical strength.

Conclusions
===========

To summarize, we have demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically a remarkable shielding efficiency in the *K~a~* band of graphene layers separated by thin PMMA films. The transmission coefficient of the multilayers decreases monotonously with the number of graphene/PMMA units. At 30 GHz and around, the absorption coefficient reaches a maximum for 6 graphene layers, which is the optimum number. The largest contribution to the shielding then comes from radiation absorption by the separated graphene layers. Increasing the number of layers above the optimum value lowers the absorption coefficient and increases the reflection contribution to the shielding. A strong radiation absorption by extremely small thickness of graphene sandwiches is very appealing for nanodevice shielding applications and for the detection of low-power electromagnetic signals. It is worth mentioning that the idea of using graphene/dielectric multilayers for EM wave absorption is not new. An ultra-broadband absorbing multilayer operating in the THz has been theoretically proposed[@b7]. In this device, the graphene layers are patterned at the micrometer scale in order to generate high-order surface plasmon resonances. Nothing similar is required with our devices, which are much simplest, but work at smaller frequencies. Still, experiments performed by time domain spectroscopy on one samples containing three graphene/PMMA units was shown to shield (by absorption and reflection) 75% of the incident power at 1 THz, which remains appreciable.
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![Schematic representation of graphene sandwich fabrication, consisting of a number of repeating steps, and final graphene/PMMA multilayer structure containing here four graphene sheets (the thickness of the different layers were not drawn in scale).\
The lateral dimensions of the samples are 7.2 mm × 3.4 mm.](srep07191-f1){#f1}

![(a) SEM picture of a graphene layer transferred from copper foil to a silica substrate. (b) Wavelength dependence of the visible-UV transmittance of a graphene layer on silica substrate corrected from that of the bare substrate). (c) Raman spectrum of the graphene layer.](srep07191-f2){#f2}

![Absorption (a,b) and transmission (c) coefficients at 30 GHz of graphene/PMMA multilayers on silica containing graphene/PMMA units. In panel (a), the incident EM waves come from the side of the silica substrate (upward orientation of the graphene/PMMA sandwiches), in (b) they come from the other side of the samples (downward). The upward or downward orientation of the samples has no influence on the transmission. Both measured and calculated ([eq. 5](#m5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) values are represented.](srep07191-f3){#f3}

![Computed dependence of the absorbance on the number *N* of graphene monolayers for the upward (silica + graphene) and downward (graphene + silica) orientations of the multilayer sample.](srep07191-f4){#f4}
